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Abstract

The importance of Requirements Analysis (RA) in building quality software systems is well documented. However, the involvement of various individuals in RA including users and developers creates numerous communication difficulties in correctly identifying user requirements. The purpose of this research is to formalize the stages of RA and identify methodologies appropriate for each stage, incorporating components of group decision support systems (GDSS) that exploit the group dynamics in facilitating and improving the process. We develop a prototype of this GDSS and test its impact on the quality of RA.

Requirements analysis (RA) plays a critical role in building quality software. RA is the process of identifying a user's needs and determining what to build in a system [Holbrook 1990]. It has been shown that defects injected into software during RA are costlier to correct than those injected during subsequent phases of the development life cycle [Fairley 1985; Schneider et al. 1992]. Research has also shown that many system failures can be attributed to the lack of clear and specific RA [Cooper and Swanson 1979; Davis 1982]. The financial consequence of RA has been noted by Boehm [1981] and Mittermeir et al. [1982]. Taggart and Tharp [1977] have reported on the awareness of senior managers of the critical impact of RA in design.

Kan et al. [1994] emphasize the importance of clearly identifying customers' wants and needs, and systematically eliciting their requirements. There are a number of methodologies designed to facilitate RA, categorized in concrete and abstract methods [Gutierrez 1989; Zahedi 1995]. The concrete methods include object-oriented approach, games, simulation, prototypes, pilots, and operational experiments. The abstract methods include Delphi, surveys, and repertory grids. However, none of these methodologies fully considers the process involved in RA or its inherent group nature.

Zahedi [1995, p. 156] discusses the RA process and divides it into: elicitation, anticipation, verification, and validation of users' needs. Bostrom [1989] recognizes the group dynamics of RA and emphasizes the importance of communications among the diverse group of users. Valusek and Fryback [1987] classify communications barriers to a successful RA into three categories: within, between, and among. "Within" communication difficulties arise due to individual cognitive limitations. "Between" obstacles are in communications between users and analysts. "Among" communication barriers are a combination of both within and between, and entail the problems due to variety of users' needs and points of view. Bostrom [1989] suggests that a good RA approach should attempt to reduce "among" obstacles in the process.

In this research, we design a group decision support system (GDSS) for RA in order to facilitate the group process and reduce the obstacles. In doing so, we formalize the requirements gathering process by modeling the phases of the RA process, and identify the group decision support component needed to facilitate the accomplishment of objectives in that phase.

In developing the system, we divide the RA process into nine phases as shown in Figure 1. In each phase, we identify the objective of the group work, the participants, and the GDSS component that is most appropriate for accomplishing the objective of that phase.
1. **Requirements elicitation.** In this phase, the users' needs are to be identified. Objective of this phase is to create a raw list of what the users think are important requirements. The group involved in this phase consists of various types of systems users and customers [see Zahedi 1995 for a review of constituents of a software system]. The GDSS component for this phase is the brainstorming method.

2. **Requirements reduction.** This phase eliminates redundant requirements, corrects any misperception that may exist regarding the capabilities of the existing software systems (if the analysis is done for upgrading the system), and adds anticipated needs. The objective of this phase is to create a concise list of users requirements. The participants of this phase are the users team and technologists who serve as consultants. The GDSS components for this phase are reducing and ranking techniques. More elaborate GDSS could be the "elimination by aspects" method [Tversky 1972] and "conjunctive decision making," [Todd and Benbasat 1992]. These methods allow the users to reduce the list of requirements to those which are considered important.

3. **Requirements categorization.** In preparation to translate the elicited and reduced requirements to technical specification, one needs to group and categorize them into appropriate levels of generality and similarity. The objective of this phase is to produce a categorized list of users' requirements. The participants in this phase are users as well as developer-selected representatives. The knowledge of these representatives helps the user group to identify categories for grouping the requirements. The GDSS tools for this phase are categorization and creation of a requirements hierarchy---starting from the most general level and moving down the hierarchy to more detailed categories. For example, "user friendly" could be a requirement at the general level, below which one may have more specific requirements such as better help, friendlier screens, and fewer number of screens to travel.

4. **Requirements evaluation.** In this phase, the categorized requirements are evaluated. The objective of this phase is to come up with priorities or relative ratings for requirements. The participants in this phase are users and representatives of the developers. The GDSS component for this phase is group AHP [Aczel and Saaty 1983; Zahedi 1995]. In this method, the group produces relative ratings that prioritize the requirements.

5. **Requirements to technical translation.** In this phase, the users' requirements are to be translated to technical terms. The objective of this phase is to map the users' requirements to system terms for precise specifications. The participants in this phase are the developers team and representatives of the users. The GDSS component of this phase is the house of quality in quality function deployment (QFD) [Zultner 1990; Zahedi 1995].

6. **Requirements to technical translation evaluation.** In this phase, the mapping of requirements to technical terms is evaluated. The objective of this phase is to produce a metric to measure the strength of relationship between the translation from users' requirements to technical requirements. The participants in this phase are developers and users' representatives. The GDSS tool for this phase is the correlation matrix of QFD.

7. **Technical requirements prioritization.** In this phase, the technical requirements are prioritized. The objective is to produce a prioritized list of technical requirements. The GDSS component of this phase is the priority computation in QFD.

8. **Requirements specification documentation.** In this phase, more detailed technical requirements are generated. The objective is to create enough technical details to write the specification document. The participants in this phase are the developers team and technical writers whose job is to produce the specification document. The GDSS component of this phase consists of second to nth level QFD [Zahedi 1995].

9. **Requirements inspection.** In this phase, the requirements are verified and validated using a formal software inspection process. The objective of this phase is to create a finalized requirements specification.
document that is unambiguous, clear, concise, and ready to be used for design and contracts. The participants in this phase are developers' and users' representatives, who actively participated in stages 1 through 8. Software inspection includes three main steps: individual preparation, group meeting, and rework [Fagan 1976]. The GDSS component provides the facility to capture comments in the individual preparation step, help identify defects from consolidated comments in the group meeting step, and facilitate the correction of defects in the rework step. An optional tool is the creation of a prototype from specification documents (phase 8) to aid the process.

The contribution our study is in formalizing the stages of RA and defining GDSS-based methodologies appropriate for each stage, in order to facilitate and improve the quality of RA. In this research, we plan to create a prototype for the design of GDSS for RA based on the above components, and test its performance in reducing process time, improving quality, and increasing the satisfaction of participants with the process of requirements analysis.
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Figure 1. Design of the System